NOTIFICATION

The Board, in its meeting held on 16-01-2020 has approved the proposal to grant Three “compensatory sittings” (Golden Chance) to alleviate the miseries and plights of DAE candidates registered from 2006 and whose registration has been cancelled after availing prescribed number of 12 chances and fall under “no chance“ category with the following conditions;

- Three continuous consecutive “Compensatory sittings” (Golden Chance) of examinations to existing DAE candidates after availing 12 number of prescribed chances. Hence, the total number of chances shall remain 12 but the three Golden Chances would also be granted with special fee.
- Three consecutive “Compensatory sittings” (Golden Chance) of examinations to ex-DAE candidates registered between 2006 to 2012 whose registration has been cancelled after availing prescribed number of 12 chances and fall under “no chance“ category. The compensatory sittings will start w.e.f First Annual Examination, 2020 till First Annual Examination, 2021. The registration of the candidates who fail to avail/clear the examination in above mentioned three compensatory sittings shall stand cancelled.
- A special examination fee of Rs. 8000 per candidate per examination will be charged.
- Only manual data lists/Admission Forms will be accepted by PBTE for the candidates availing the golden chance.
- Examination will be held according to the current pattern of papers/ current & prevalent schemes of studies.

Dated: 03-03-2020

Copy for information to:

1- PA to Chairman, PBTE, Lahore.
2- PA to Secretary, PBTE, Lahore.
3- All Members of CCDTE.
4- Chairperson, TEVTA, Lahore.
5- COO, TEVTA, Lahore.
6- SA to Chairperson, TEVTA, Lahore.
7- PS to COO, TEVTA, Lahore.
8- PA to Controller of Examinations, PBTE, Lahore.
9- All Zonal Managers, TEVTA with the request to inform the lower formation concerned.
10- All Principals concerned with the request to inform the lower formation concerned.
11- Deputy Controller of Examinations (Conduct), PBTE, Lahore.
12- Deputy Controller of Examinations (Secrecy), PBTE, Lahore.
13- Incharge Computer Section, PBTE, Lahore.
14- Public Relations Officer, PBTE, Lahore with the request to publish in news papers and on other social media.
15- Web Administrator, PBTE Lahore to upload on Board Website.